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New on-cam pus apartments first in 25 years
By Jennifer Dwyer
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRiTER

Construction of the first new housing
complex built at Cal Poly in 25 years
will he complete in foil of 2003, said
Alan Pepe, assistant director of Housing
and Business Services.
The structure, its wcxxlen skeleton
just visible above a thicket of trees
opposite the HiTusing Services Office,
will be located at the intersection of
Poly Canyon and Klamath toads.
Covering six acres, it will consist of 201
single-occupant apartments. Each will
have four bednxims, two bathtcx)ms, a
kitchen and a living room.
Students living in the new apart

ments will pay between $500 and $600
for rent, iind rather than paying for a
meal plan, they will be respxrnsible for
preparing their own meals, said June
Sarjeant, Housing and Residential Life
office manager.
Another resident hall facility with a
700-bed capacity will be complete by
2006. As part of the Cal Poly master
plan, the addition of the housing com
plexes will mean that all future students
will have a greater chance of receiving
on-campus housing.
Last fall, 2,934 students applied for
on-campus housing, of which 2,644
filled the double-tx:cupancy bedrcxims

see HOUSING, page 3

New housing facility to have
disabled-friendly rooms
By Jennifer Dwyer
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER
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The new student housing located at the corner of Poly Canyon and Klamath roads is set to open in Fail
2003. This will add 201 single occupant apartments to the SLO housing market. Rent for these four
bedroom apartments will range from $500-$600.The second complex will be complete in 2006.

Some students on campus can’t
even get into Yi>semite Hall. Not
because it is too far away or because
of its uninviting exterior, but
because they cannot physically get
in the doors. Yosemite Hall is just
one of the few buildings on campus
that is not wheelchair accessible.
Unlike Yosemite Hall, sixteen
apartments in the new housing

complex will be designed to meet
the specific needs of students who
use wheelchairs, said Alan Pepe,
assistant director of Housing and
Business Services.
TTie university complex is set to
open next fall. Its remaining 185
apartments will be open to both
students with disabilities and those
without. There will be elevators in
the new facility, as well as audi-

see ACCESS, page 2

Fabulous festivities fill the Fourth with fun
By Bonnie Guevara

dishes'dirt'
By Heather Zwaduk
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

Broken water heaters, leaky
faucets and rodent infestations.
These are the conditions that
welcome some Cal Poly students
when they arrive at home each
day. W hile most people just grum
ble to their roommates and count
the days until their leases expire,
one student decided to do .some
thing about it.
Joe Williams, a civil engineer
ing
junior,
created
Dirtonvalencia.com , a site dedi
cated to spreading the word about
sub-par living conditions in San
Luis Obispo apartment complexes.
On the site, renters can post
comments about their apartments
and read comm ents written by
other tenants.
T he site also features links to
the C alifornia Department of
Consum er Affairs,
the
U .S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development and the California
Housing Law Project, which all
outline rules and regulations that
renters should be aware of in order

see DIRT, page 7
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W hether locals are
watching skydivers fall
from the sky in Morro
Bay, listening to live
music on the pier in Pismo, or
playing games on the lawn of
Santa Rosa Park in San Luis
Obispo, they are bound to have
fun this Independence Day.
“Last year’s Fourth of July was
an absolute success, and this year’s
is going to be even bigger and bet
ter,” said Phil Hill of the Morro
Bay
Cham ber
of
Commerce.
Morro Bay will be host
ing their Fourth of July celebra
tions at Tide Lands Park, which is
south of the embarcadero.
Events kick off at 1 p.m. with
the entrance of the Just in Time
patriotic skydivers. Musical per
formances, including Morro Bay
W hite Caps Band, Big Daddy’s
Blues Band, Rastro and
Tres Gatos will be happening throughout the
day.
O ther events, beginning at 4
p.m., include boat races at Morro
Bay Yacht Club and a boat parade.
Pony rides, puppet shows, a
bounce house, petting zoo and
dunk tanks are guaranteed to

cater to the Farmers Market
children in
a tte n d a n ce.
„ . „
. ,
A s a finale, , This Thursday s
j
Farm ers M arket
a grand dis^ «
,
. cwill g o from 5 to 8
play of tire^
works
will
light up the
Farm ers M arket
n > g n t . vvill in clu d e e nter
beginning at tain m en t from
9 p.m.
Velvet Jones,
^
^ N othin'N ew , and
Pismo Beach m ore
a n n u a l
Fourth
of
July festivities, presented
^
by Pismo Beach Chamber
of Commerce, will include
live music on the pier, a huge fire
work display, food and beverage
booths and a day of fun on the
beach.
Activities begin at 2 p.m. and
featute local musicians Two A
Day, Billy Nelson and the
Margarita Brothers, Liquid and
T he Travis Larson Band. The
Patriot Voices, from Vandenberg
Air Force Base, will pump
up the independence ptide
.
when
they
sing
the
N ational
A nthem .
In
addition, activities for the kids
include face-painting, clowns,
balloon artists and even an Uncle
Sam to greet the crowd.
On the pier, in their second

appearance of the day, the Patriot
Voices will once again sing the
National Anthem while members
of the Honor Guard present the colors. Pismo
Beach will end the Fourth
of July with a special firework.s
display.
“A huge American Flag
firework will appear at the
end of the show," said Charla
Anderson, Pismo Beach Chamber
of Commerce C h ief Executive
Officer. “We made special efforts
to raise additional funds to have

this particular firework.”
The fireworks show begins at 9
p.m. and ends 45 minutes
.
later with the Stars and
Stripes.
If locals find themselves in San
Luis Obispo, they should head to
either Santa Rosa Park or Farmers
Market for some Fourth of July
fun. This year the San Luis
Obispo Parks and Recreation
department is offering free entertainm ent at Santa Rosa

see FOURTH, page 2

Of all the injuries
^that occur each
year in the U.S.,only
one out of every 7,000 injuries is attributed to the use of fire
works.
^ Of those injuries, the vast majority result from an abuse of
fireworks. Only a tiny minority result from faulty fireworks
products.
Consumption of fireworks in the U.S. has increased in
recent years from 29 million pounds per year to 80 million
pounds per year.
® U.S. youth, 5 to 14 years old, are 60 times more likely to be
Injured by bicycles than by fireworks.
^ 99.4 percent of the reported fires in the U. S. are not attrib
uted to the use of fireworks.

Firework Factoids

Statistics from the National C'onference of State Legi.slatures, reports from the U S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission, and rep<irts from the American Pyrotechnic
AsscKiation.
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FOURTH
W ecvther

continued from page 1

W ATCH

Park. T he old-fashioned festivi
ties include carnival games such
as an obstacle course, basketball
shoot-out, horseshoes, crab walk
and face painting. Food and
drinks will also he available.
“It’s going to he a great com
munity event,” said Kim Walker,
San Luis Obispo Parks and Rec.
Public Information Officer. “It’s
a great, inexpensive day to spend
with the family.”
Red, white and blue will color
ine Farmers Market patriotically.
Everyone can enjoy his or her
favorite market festivities during
holiday hours from 5 to 8 p.m.
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ACCESS
continued from page 1

mobility impairment from fully par

* Rec Sports Intramural Games Basketball: Mondays
5:30 to 9:30
Soccer Tuesdays
5:30 to 9:30
Softball: Wednesdays
5:30 to 9:30

California law pro
hibits the following
consumer fireworks:

July 8 - Youth Swim

Firecrackers, skyrockets,
rockets, rom an candles,
chasers, surprise items,fric
tion items, torpedoes,
items resem bling food
and fireworks containing
arsenic, p h o p h o ro u s thiocyanaes m agnesium , m er
cury salts, picrates or picric
acid,gallates or gallic acid,
chlorates, boron, titanium,
zirconium or gunpow der.

see the Rec Review

The Condors, a oirls soccer team, sells fireworks in Grover Beach
on West Grand Avenue, over the holiday as a fundraising event.

removal of all physical harriers that

C o m in g Up:

A n d fireworks kits.

Lessons
For more information
Intermediate Swim Class
Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 2:45 to 4
Tuesdays - Poly
Escapes Mystery Trips
Includes hiking, beaches,
rock climbing, etc.
5:30 at the admissions
flag pole. For more
information contact Rod
Neubert at 720-1132.

may otherwise prevent a person with

PARTYING LIKE IT 'S 1999 is passe, not

ticipating within all aspects of soci
hle/strohe fire alarms, Pepe said.
Should a hearing impaired or
visually impaired person rent a unit,
he or she would be adequately
warned of drills or impending dan
ger, he .said.
“We’re building fully compliant
(with
the
Americans
with
Disabilities Act of 1990) apartments
right now,” he said. “But we cannot
fHxssihly anticipate everything that
will come up in the future.”
Having to addre.ss the needs of
approximately 700 students at the
university with various disabilities
has been a learning experience,
Pepe said.
“T here’s a difference between
‘accessible’ and ‘compliant,’” he
said.
Such integration has not always
come easy.
William Bailey, director of the
Disability Resource Center, .said that
he remembers pre-ADA times.
Students with disabilities u.sed to be
found only on certain college cam
puses.
“When I was at the University of
California, Riverside between 1972
and 1975, there were only about .30
people in electric (wheel)chairs,”
Bailey said.
Now, however, if more students
with disabilities come to Cal Poly,
Bailey said that he believes they will
not feel confined.
“It would change the campus cul
ture, giving them a sense of belong
ing,” he said.
Tlie new housing units are being
constructed in such a way as to meet
the requirements set forth in the
ADA, Bailey said.
^
In part, the law calls for thé

to mention loud. Unless you plan on throwing a

ety. The law mandates this on job
sites, and in regards to housing

Hock party, he considerate of your neighK^rs,

options, all “reasonable accommo
dations” must be made.

and keep the noise level down. Try the following

This especially applies to the con
struction of new buildings, Pepe

%*%■

the next time you’ve got something to celebrate.

said.
The ADA architectural guide
lines require that all new buildings
meet certain design standards.
All nxims must have enough

SOUND

ADVICE

clear tlcxir space to make maneuver
ing a wheelchair easier. Dixirways
•

must be wider and each must be easy

planning a party. G ive them your phone numlx'r

to open.
“Handles, pulls, latches, locks and
other operating devices on accessi

Let your immediate neighKirs know you're

and ask them to call if they becom e K>thcrcd by
IK

the noise.

ble doors shall have a shape that is
easy to gra.sp with one hand and

•

them a free pass to the movies for the evening.

does not requires tight grasping,
tight pinching, or twisting of the

•

wrist to operate,” states the ADA

Ask your guests to stay indoors - or at least retrain
from talking lotklly while they’re outside.

architectural guideline.
It also mandates that restroom

If appropriate, invite your neighbors iwer, or give

•

Keep the stereo volume at a m txleratc level. If

stalls must have a minimum depth of

you can hear the music outside, chan ces arc it’s

56 inches. The toilets, with either

in violation.

hand-controlled or automatic flush
ing mechanisms, measure from 17
inches to 19 inches to the top of the

•

Serve fotxl and n on-alcoholic beverages to curb
noisy lam pshade-on-the-head behavior.

seat. Sink counters must also be low
ered, no higher than 34 inches

Be a polite partier.

above the floor, allowing wheelchair
acce.ss.

Keep it down to a dull roar.

Roll-in showers allow a person in
a wheelchair to either remain in a
wheelchair or tran.sfer onto a provid
ed seat. The seat shall extend the
full length of the shower stalls, 36
inches by 36 inches, according to
the architectural guidelines.
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NationalBrids
Judge Rules Federal Death
Penalty Unconstitutional
W A SH IN G TO N - A U.S. dis
trict judge in New York ruled
Monday that the federal death
penalty is unconstitutional because
it creates "undue risk" of executing
innocent defendants, the latest sign
that DNA exonerations of deathrow inmates have begun to affect
the way courts and legislatures
think about capital punishment.
In telling federal prosecutors that
they may not seek the death penal
ty for two heroin dealers accused of
murdering a government informant,
Judge Jed S. Rakoff wrote that
wrongful death sentences are more
common than Congress believed
when it passed the death penalty
law in 1994.
Now, he wrote, it is "fully fore
seeable that in enforcing the death
penalty, a meaningful number of
innocent people will be executed
who otherwise would eventually be
able to prove their inmx:ence."
TTte ultimate impact of Rakoffs
decision is highly uncertain.
-T h e Washington Post
Bush Renews Voucher Fight
CLEVELAN D- President Bush
made a vigorous case for privateschool vouchers Monday, plunging
into the highly charged issue for the
first time as president and compar
ing its importance to that of school
desegregation in the 1950s.
Cleveland's plan gives mostly

HOUSING
continued from page 1

poor parents in the city a tuition
subsidy of up to $2,250 per child to
use at parochial or other private
schools. The high court upheld the
plan in a 5-4 decision. _
" T h e Supreme Court of the
United States gave a great victory
to parents and 'students throughout
the nation hy upholding the deci
sions made by local folks here in the
city of Cleveland, Ohio," Bush told
the crowd.
Monday, however. Bush indicat
ed that he was willing to make a
strong public push for vouchers,
presenting the issue in stark moral
terms.
In using civil rights language.
Bush was following the lead of the
voucher movement, which has
emphasized minority students.
Though Bush is much more pop
ular now than when he began his
term, his full-throated endorsement
of vouchers carries some political
risk. In opinion polls, voters oppose
proposals by large margins and say
they believe they will harm public
schools by depriving them of funds.
Voters have defeated voucher pro
posals by lopsided margins in
Michigan and California.
T he president was greeted in
Cleveland Monday with fresh
doubts about the new education
law. The front page of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer featured an
article in which local educators said
that even high-performing schools
are likely to be labeled "failing"
under the new law. Among those so
designated in Ohio is a Cincinnati

By Sierra Z. Fish

“We wen: filled to capacity and had
abtiut 233 students in overflow,”
Sarjjiant said. “We converttxl the com
puter lounges in the ted bricks itnd the
stutly liHmges of Yosemite Hall into
temporary rooms.”
Fifty-four students lived at tht»e
locations, 116 students lived three to a
room, and still 60 others lived at the
Days Inn, she .said.
“This pniject will help students,”
Sarjeant said. “The more housing we
can provide, the more burden we can
take off the city. Our city housing is
now overcrowded and very competi
tive.”
She said the highly competitive
housing market often forces students to
live in substandard liKations like
garages.
Gniundbrcaking for the $48 million
apartment complex tixik place last
summer, Pepe .said.
“The coastruction is directly related
to iHir enrollment,” he said.
In the years to come, the number of
students is expected to jump from
approximately 17,CXX3 students to any
where from 18,CXX) to 20,000 students.
“The university is a growing com
munity,” Pepe said. “That is what we
are trying to address.”
Qmstruction of the apartment
complex has been a multi-faceted
prix;e.ss.
In 1997, Pepe said the university
began Kxiking at housing market stud
ies of other universities to get idcits for
its own housing expansions.
“U.C. Riverside very much fit the
bill of what we were kxiking for,” he
said. “We’re hoping to come up with a

see HOUSING 2, page 7

InternationalBrieis
Jetliners Collide in Germany
PARIS - A large cargo plane and
a Russian-made passenger jet col
lided late Monday over southern
Germany, leaving debris strewn
across a 25-mile area, buildings on
the ground in flames and fears that
the casualty toll could be high.
One of the planes, a Russianmade Tupolev-154, was believed to
be carrying at least 95 passengers at
the time of the collision, according
to German ptdice officials quoted
by news agencies. The other plane
was a Boeing 757 cargo aircraft
operated by the package delivery
service, DHL, according to an air
traffic controller at a Frankfurt air
port. It was believed to be carrying
two people. Some police officials
said they feared all of those aboard
the planes were dead.
Other reports said several build
ings were on fire, including a school
and a farmhouse. There was no
word about possible casualties on
the gtound.
-The Washington Post
NATO Reiterates Commitment
to Peacekeeping Forces
S A R A JE V O BosniaHerzegovina - NATO said Monday
that it is committed to continued
peacekeeping operations Here even

if a dispute over the new
International Criminal Court forces
an end to the U.N. mission in this
Balkan nation.
But government
and international officials here said
that a U .S. veto Sunday of a
renewed mandate for the U.N.
operation threatens to undo some of
the accomplishments of seven years
of international efforts at nation
building.
In a conftontation over U.S.
demands that its citizens be exempt
from the jurisdiction of the world's
first permanent war crimes tribunal,
which formally came into existence
Monday, the United States on
Sunday at the U.N. Security
Council vetoed a routine extension
of the U.N. mission here. The mis
sion's main focus is to create a pro
fessional police department of
20,000 that would serve as the
country's primary security force,
eventually replacing the foreign
peacekeeping troops now stationed
there.
The veto also raised widespread
questions about the future of a
NATO-led peacekeeping force. The
alliance sought to dispel those
doubts on Monday after a hastily
called meeting in Btussels, Belgium.
-Los Angeles Times

U.S. Bom b M isses Target
W A SH IN G T O N A
bomb
dropped by U.S. warplanes on a
cave
complex
in
southern
Afghanistan Monday missed its tar
get and inflicted an unknown num
ber of casualties, U.S. military offi

cials said. Afghan officials and area
residents said about 40 members of
a wedding party were killed and 100
others were wounded, which would
make it the worst loss of civilian life
at American hands since the war in
Afghanistan began.
The incident occurred during a
raid by U.S. warplanes and Special
Operations troops on suspected hid
ing places of fugitive Taliban leaders
in Oruzgan Province, the home
region of former Taliban leader
Mohammed Omar. Omar has been
the subject of a months-long hunt
by U .S. forces.
U.S. military officials said they
could not confirm that a wedding
party was attacked or possible num
bers of civilian casualties. But if the
Afghan teports were accurate, it
would mark the most damaging in a
series of errant U.S. attacks that
have angered some Afghans, espe
cially in the south, where resent
ment against the U.S. military pres
ence appears to be building among
the predominant Pashtun popula
tion.
According to U .S. military
spokesmen, the incident occurred
at about 2 a.m. local time (4:30 p.m.
Sunday, EDT) near the Helmand
River village of Deh Rawod, about
70 miles north of Kandahar.
-The Washington Post
Briefs compiled from various ne\«rs
services by Summer Mustang staff
writers Lucia Stone and Rebecca
Howes.

Summer internships in short supply
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

of the red brick dormitories, Serjeant
s;iid. Anothet 57 ixxims were reserved
as single resident advisot t(X)tns.

elementary school that won the
Education Department's highest
award just over a year ago.
-L A TIM ES
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Imagine helping to produce
National Geographic programming
or working for 'the Department of
IX'fense to provide survivability test
ing on military aircraft.
These are just some of the intern
ships that Cal Poly students have
decided to tackle this summer. While
the economy is experiencing a dry
spell, which has affected the job mar
ket, several Cal Poly students have
taken it upon themselves to find
internships.
“We posted a lot of jobs before the
summer,” said Joan Ganous, Career
Services Center office manager.
“Sometimes students do internships
related to their major and sometimes
they don’t. You need to think of
what kind of experience you want
and consider the circumstances.”
Though Ganous is still waiting to
complete a survey for summer
interns, she said that it seemed that
many more students were staying in
town this summer compared to pre
vious summers. However, due to the
economy, she said there does not
seem to be as many job postings as
last year.
Depending on a student’s major,
there may be different criteria for
internship credit. For example, busi
ness majors are required to complete
an intem.ship, and many are doing
internships with ItKal snxkbrokers
and marketing firms. Alternatives for
an internship are to do a co-op or
find a regular summer job.
Ganous .said that in the past, stu
dents have done unique internships,
from doing research in the Antarctic
to helping design a monorail in Las
*■' Vegas.
i

Other students have ventured to
find internships with such companies
as Lucas Arts, ABC and First Night,
which is an event planning company.
“1 am doing an internship with
National
Geographic
in
(Washington) D.C. this summer to
get a feel for a broadcasting role,”
said Anna Btiyarsky, a speech com
munication .senior. “1 heard about
the position from a family member. It
has been really interesting and they
are including me in the process. I get
to follow people around and see how
the technology works for the televi
sion show ‘Nightly Geographic
Today.’”
Bobu Van Zante, a mechanical
engineering senior, is living in China
Lake County and doing an intern
ship with Survice, a contract compa
ny that does work for the
Department of Defense and tests mil
itary aircraft.
“I posted my resume online earlier
in the year at the Career Services
Center,” Van Zante said. “Later 1 got
an email from Survice, and they
asked me if 1 was interested in a paid
summer position. It has been pretty
cix)l so far.”
Ganous .said that this year has
been particularly difficult for engi
neering students and students with
high-tech majors.
“There has just been fewer list
ings,” Ganous said. “T his just
requires you to be more aggressive.
I make as much available to stu
dents as I can.”
Ganous al.so said students need
to start looking early and evaluate
the logistics of an internship.
“You need to plan as if it were a
vacation,” she .said. “You need to
figure out where you are going to
a n d , c o s t of living.

F^tir— ^ ‘
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Kat DeBakker, a fifth-year journalism student, is interning this
summer at the New Times in San Luis Obispo.
Working with Career Services is
very helpful. You learn how to find
a job, maximize your opportunities,
post a resume and learn interview
skills. Basically, we serve as a
sounding board for students. We
teach you how to sell yourself to a
company.”
Some students venture out by
themselves to find an internship.
Corrine Fralick, a psychology .senior,
.set out to find a summer internship
in Washington D. C.
“I lcx)ked on the Internet and
found a website called ldealist.org,”
Fralick said. “It has ptistings of jobs,
internships and volunteer work. If
someone contacts you, you need to
stay in touch. I had an interview my
i

.

4 I

>

first day arriving in D.C, and now I
have an internship with the
National Center for Pojicy Research
for Women and Families. It is a non
profit organization, and 1 am excited
because I have my own project to
work on and am learning about pol
icy making.”
Ganous advi.sed students to begin
early in their search for a summer
internship and to u.se the Career
Services as a direct resource.
Boyarsky said this approach served
her well.
“You need to keep following up,”
Btiyarsky said. “1 didn’t know until
the last minute. (Students should)
just keep calling and emailing. Be
persistent.”

Arts &■ Style
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Baristas far from doing “just a job”
By Rebecca Howes
S um m er M

u st a n g

S taff W

híter

Editor’s note; For this assign'
ment, reporter R ebecca Howes
consumed copious am ounts of
espresso beverages to bring the
truth about the “barista” arts to
Cal Poly students.
T he art of the barista is alive and
well in San Luis Obispo, according
to 2 Dogs.
A barista is a person who makes
café drinks. In Italy, it is an accept
ed tact that a barista is responsible
for 50 percent of the quality of an
espresso, the equipment responsible
for 25 percent and the blend for the
remaining 25 percent. Considering
these faéts, training is essential.
Working with the public can be
difficult, so it is essential tor a
barista to have a great personality.
Bill Clayton, co-owner of 2 Dogs
Cotfee Co. in San Luis Obispo and
Morro Bay, believes that in order to
earn repeat customers, he and his
business partner John Dare must
hire people who are dedicated to
the art of cotfee and, more impor
tantly, who like working with peo
ple.
“Anyone can be a barista with
the proper training,” Clayton said.
“But a barista must first have the
personality to do the job and then
the perseverance to do the best job
that they possibly can.”
What sets 2 Dogs apart from the
rest of the privately owned coffee

businesses is that they actively par
ticipate in the entire coffee process,
from start to finish. They buy, roast,
taste and select the best coffee
beans available..
“We have total control over what
our coffee tastes like,” Clayton said.
“Unlike other coffee houses, we
have our own roasting company in
Morro Bay. We control the process,
from buying the beans to roasting
them .”
Does the owners’ participation in
the day-to-day operations of their
company make a difference when it
comes to quality of their product? 1
didn’t just take Clayton and Dare’s
word for it. I gathered notebook and
pen and did some tasting and inves
tigating of my own.
My first stop was Julian’s in the
University Union, where I spoke to
Anna who made my usual order, a
vanilla latte.
“Anyone can make a latte with
practice,” Anna said. “It takes a
while to get it right, but 1 think that
anyone can do it.”
Anna, who had only been on the
job for three days, made a latte to
die for. Bravo Anna! W hen 1 asked
her if baristas are respected crafts
men, she said no.
“Coffee making is just a jo b,”
Anna said.
It’s such a shame. She had so
much potential.
Next stop was Julian’s in Campus
Market. I ordered the same drink
and found that it didn’t taste as
good as Anna’s. I’m not saying that
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Reporter Rebecca Howe scoured San Luis O bispo looking for art in a cup. She sniffed out barista
technique at Julian's, 2 D o gs and Linnea's searching for the perfect latte.
it was bad; it just wasn’t as tasty.
1 didn’t have enough evidence
yet, so I set out to gather more. If 1
seem dedicated to the art of jour
nalism, it’s all a sham. I’m just a caf
feine junky who enjoyed this assign
ment way too much. Enough about
me, though; on to Linnaea’s.
The third stop on my journey to

find the best latte that San Luis
Obispo has to offer landed me on
Garden Street. Linnaea’s Café has
always been a favorite coffee house
of mine because I like the atmos
phere and the employees. T he qual
ity of their coffee is always consis
tent, and always good. Today was no
exception.

My last stop, dear reader, was
where this story began, 2 Dogs
Coffee Co. It might be cliché to
agree with the saying, “Save the
best for last,” but the hell with it,
this is my article. In my humble
opinion, 2 Dogs Coffee barked the
loudest.

UU machine makes busting a move like Young M C easy
12,000), students can test their danc
ing skills for a mere 50 cents.
Michael Richter, an aerospace
engineering sophomore, said that he
used to dance nearly two games every
day, five times a week, because he
enjoyed it so much.
“It’s a lot of fun and it’s definitely
worth checking out,” Richter said.
The pulsating pink lights seduce
pas.sers-by like Tristan Negranti, lib
eral arts freshman, but not everyone
is game for the game.
“Lots of people Ux^k like they’re

Sii.

Oc

“Although DDR machines
are expensive ( they range
from $3,000 to $ 12 ,0 0 0 ),
studerits can test their
dances skills for a mere 50

cents.”
, -í;

getting a gotxl work-out,” Negranti
said.
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Bob M ott busts several moves in MePhee's on the "Dance Dance Revolution 3rd Mix."

By Caroline Lindahl
S um m er M

u st a n g

S taff W

riter

“Show me your moves,” taunts an
electric voice. It’s coming from one of
the newest additions to MePhee’s
arcade section - Konami’s “Dance
Dance Revolution 3rd Mix.”
This interactive dance machine is
like Simon Says for your feet. Players
control the game with their feet, step
ping on four arrowed fotit pressure
pads representing up, down, left and

tight. Players select their anticipated emerged in Japan. The phenomenon
level of difficulty, mcxle and music to generated much attention and initi
accommodate their dancing style. ated a worldwide dancing frenzy. Cal
Following the prompts on the screen, Poly jumped on the party train last
players must simulate a variety of year when it purchased two of the
dance moves. When a player misses, machines, one setIo and one partner
their life-gauge decreases until it’s machine.
game over!
“It’s really popular,” said Paul
But this game is only just the L(Kke, manager of MePhee’s. “Kids
beginning. Less than six years ago, love it, everyone loves it.”
the Dance I^ n ce Revolution series
Although DDR machines are
(D D R), which boasts 18 models. expensive (they range from $3,000-

The non-stop mega mix of songs,
such as “Afronova” by Re-Venge and
“Drop The Bomb” by Scotty D.,
demand agility and speed. In fact, the
moves require such precise dexterity
that frequent dancers visit www.ddrfreak.com for step charts. This website
also features a DDR dictionary which
defines the dancing jargon. “Air,” for
instance, indicates the number of
jumps in a song, whereas a “hand
plant” occurs when a dancer uses his
hand to hit the flcxir panel.
Qimpared to Namco’s “Tekken” or
Capeom’s “Marvel Vs. Capcom 2,”
which both di.splay warning signs for
“life-like
animated
violence,”

Konami’s “Dance Dance Revolution”
is suitable for all ages.
Richter is disapfxiinted in the vol
ume level of DDR at MePhee’s,
because the jukelxix often drowns^Ait
the techno tracks with rap music.
However, he still encourages others
to give the dance machine a try.
• Sarah Taylor, a psychology senior,
can’t wait to strut her stuff on the
dance flotu.
“I want to bust a move on it!" she
said.
(Dnkxjkers can only hope she’ll
play “La Señorita” by Captain T, a
sassy song sure to tease others into
‘showing their moves.’

Random Events
July 5 M ig h ty C ro o n D o g s
co n certs in the Plaza"^
Friday 5:30 to 7:30 in
M issio n Plaza
call 5 41-0286 for Info
July 5 A nitron
Cafe

@ 2 Dogs

July 6 Dirty M in d s @ 2 D o g s
Cafe
July 7 Coffee W h ore s @ 2
D o g s Cafe
July 9 Craftm akers m eeting
in the
San Luis O b isp o Art Center
located at B road and
M onterey Streets
5:30 p.m.
Fax us yo u r event at:
756-6784
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"Lilo and Stitch" both
teaches and scares audiences
By Chrystal Anderson

Another norm in a typical most famous - surfing.
Hawaiian society is that “hig” is beau
Savannah Joseph, 7, and Shailynn
tiful, as opposed to the beanpole Joseph, 5, both said this is their new
Disney has done it again, hut dif
weight which is portrayed by current favorite movie.
ferently this rime.
popular advertisements.
“I liked when they were surfing,”
Disney’s latest full-length animat
This norm was illustrated though Savannah said. “I liked the whole
ed feature “Lilo and Stitch” opened
Lilo’s fascination with “bigger” peo movie.”
on June 21, grossing approximately
ple, and it’s another positive rein
Being older. Savannah could
$35 million dollars in its first week
forcement for children
today. understand the violence portrayed in
and approximately $78 million to
Beautiful is about who you are not the movie, much like the evil dragon
date, according to movie.com.
what you look like.
in “Sleeping Beauty” and evil queen
The movie isn’t exactly cute in the
Throughout the movie, Lilo and in “Snow W hite.”
traditional Disney style, hut retains
Stitch find themselves with the uglyHowever, Shailynn would have
its charm. The main characters - a
duckling syndrome and try desperate liked to fast-forward though those
blue furry alien. Stitch, and his young
ly to fit in.
parts.
Hawaiian friend, Lilo - have captured
In some cases, the dynamic duo
“I didn’t like when they were try
audiences from old to young.
uses violence as a way to prove they ing to get Stitch,” Shailynn said. “I
Reginning in a spaceship far, far
are worthy. Disney makes an impor liked when Stitch growled at the
away (reminding some of a George
tant point in showing that this spaceship.”
Lucas flick), in “Lilo and Stitch”
method fails.
“Lilo and Stitch” will be added to
odd-looking creatures use futuristic
This failure leads to social rejec the long line of successful Disney
machines and gadgets to keep law and
tion that ultimately brings Lilo and movies, mostly because of the wide
order. Keeping law and order with the
Stitch together, showing audiences audience appeal. I was rolling with
two main characters around, though,
that family and a person’s personality laughter at quite a few parts and could
proves to be difficult; Stitch makes
are the most important aspects of a relate to some of the allusions.
trouble in space while Lilo made
person’s life.
One word of caution. Lilo and
trouble on Earth.
Lilo and Stitch come together on a Stitch does contain violence and bad
Lilo comes from a broken home,
small Hawaiian island in the Pacific, words like “stupid head” and “I’m
touching on more modem families
and the scenery here is classic Disney. going to kill you,” so parents might
rather than the traditional “two par
They set a beautiful Hawaiian scene, want to make sure their kids are
ents and 2.5 kid.s” families that audi
reverting to a watercolor background aware of what those words really
ences are used to s^^eing m children’s
of classics
like “Snow
W hite” mean.
movies. This will he a positive rein
instead of the latest designs by Pixar.
On all other counts, the movie is a
forcement fiir children today, espe
The movie also taps into Hawaiian must see for all audiences, young and
cially when many stxial norms are
culture through song, dance and - the old.
changing.__________________________
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

91.3 KCPR Top Thirteen
1. VMS or Beta “Le Funk”
2. Sonic Youth “Murray Street”
3. Kronos Quartet “Nuevo”
4 .Death by Chocolate “Zap the World”
5. DJ Shadow “Private Press”
6. Cool Beans #14
7. Danny and the Nightmares
8. Pedro the Lion “Control”
9. Africa Raps/ Various Artists
10. CQ Soundtrack
11. Boomboz 2000

M ovie Listings
Palm Theatre 5 4 1 -5 1 6 1
Nine Queens
4:15,7:00
The Importance of Being Ernest
1:30,4:15,7:00,9:15
Monsoon Wedding
4:15
The Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys
1:30,9:15
Amelie
1:30, 7:00, 9:15
Fremont 5 4 6 -8 6 0 0
Star Wars: Episode II
12:00,315, 6 :4 5 ,9 :4 5
Hey Arnold!
12:15, 5:15
Men In Black II
11:30, 1 :1 5 ,3 :4 5 ,6 :0 0 , 8:15, 10:40
Spider-Man
8:20, 10:45
Powerpuff Girls Movie
11:45, 2:00, 4 :1 5 ,6 :3 0
Downtown Centre Cinema 5 4 6 -8 6 0 0
Mr. Deeds
1 2 :4 5 ,3 :1 5 ,5 :4 5 ,8 :1 5 , 10:35
Lilo &. Stitch
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7 :1 5 ,9 :3 0
Minority Report
1:00, 4:10, 7:30, 10:45
Scooby-Doo
12:15, 2:30, 4:40, 7:00, 9:20
The Bourne Identity
11:20, 2:15, 5:10, 8:00, 10:30
Like Mike
11:15, 1:45, 4:20, 6 :4 5 ,9 :1 0

B rian K ent /sum mer

'Bishop's Poak" by Ken Christensen. His work is on display at the San Luis O bispo Art Center.
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My Big Fat Greek Wedding
11:30, 2:00, 4:30, 6:50

G A L I- E R Y

Local artist brings SLO to life through his brush
By Paige Havercroft
Sum m er M

u stan g
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W ith the overwhelming beauty
of the Central Coast beaches and
mountains, it is hard to imagine
that a local artist would discover
inspiration within residential areas.
Local artist Ken Christensen does
just this, by finding the extraordi
nary in the ordinary.
In his latest series, “From Where
I Stan d ,” C hristensen creates
through his paintings vibrant
impressions of residential areas,
local stores and popular gathering
spots within the county. The paint
ings prove that there is beauty
within the ordinary confines of

ing San Luis Obispo also invites the match with the creativity of some
daily life.
Initially, the curious critic may onlooker into the canvas, making of the other paintings.
Christensen’s paintings do more
be drawn to Christensen’s paintings them feel like the painting was cre
ated around them.
than offer a mirror image of the
due to his
W hile his work community as the title implies;
repeated use ^
includes paintings of they also transm it a newfound
of bold shades ‘He brings streets such as
some popular land appreciation of the community to
of greens, yel- Murray and High to life
marks in rown, such the observers. After viewing some
pies.
T he
cxtensive detail of
as the Mission Plaza of C hristensen’s work. C entral
or Bishops Peak, he Coast residents will he unable to
effect is the everything, from the trees
creation of an
parked in front mostly finds the drive down Murray Street or sit at
mundane and focus the plaza and take these locales for
almost fluo,
o
f
the
houses
.
”
es
intensely
on granted.
rescent can
them.
He
brings
Christensen’s paintings, looking
vas.
He
achieves this by taking colors com  streets such as Murray and High to like a still frame out ot the movie
mon to the area and slightly exag life with extensive detail of every “P leasantville,” demonstrate the
gerating them, creating a spotlight thing, from the trees to the cars 1950’s-era dreamland environment
that San Luis Obispo residents
effect to wherever they are put on parked in front of the houses.
often
forget exists. His paintings
The
ordinary
titles,
such
as
the
display.
Christensen’s talent for replicat obvious “Murray Street,” fail to provide onlookers with sweet con

tradictions: while bright and lively,
they still manage to capture the
elegance, pace, and laid-back aura
of the town.
Ken Christensen’s series “From
Where 1 Stand” can he viewed at
San Luis Obispo .Art Center, which
is on the corner of Broad and
Monterey Streets in the Mission
Plaza. W hile C hristensen’s work
may he the most radiant currently
on exhibit in the gallery, other
work offers three galleries of a mix
of traditional and cutting edge arts
and crafts by Central Coast artists.
The San Luis Obispo Art Center
has been open since 1967 and is
open 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is
free.
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All-night hours Classroom competition creates slackers
aren't just for
procrastinators
Procrastinator or not, we’ve all experienced the panic of
finishinfi a report at 3 a.m. and needing to photocopy, hind,
and laminate. Or, worse yet, the sudden catastrophe when
the realization hits that your printer is broken, out of ink, or
just simply malfunctioning.
Living in San Luis Obispo, where nothing seems to
stay open past 7 p.m., can make deadlines even more
stressful. In most cities Kinko’s is open 24 hours, but in
San Luis, a college town, Kinko’s closes at midnight.
Most of us could complete high school assignments at
later times than college assignments, and that fact is quite
upsetting.
Let’s not forget to mention it’s summer and places close
even earlier then before. It’s difficult enough trying to find a
place to study late at night during the regular Cal Poly quar
ter, let alone during summer. Which leaves me wondering,
where are students supposed to study late at night in this
town;
Imagine how nice it would be to go to the University
Union at any time of night and find its doors open. Or
even better, being able to stay
C O in n il0 lltd r y

^^1 night in Klnko’s to fin
ish your group project. It’s a
shame only two places in this town - Virtual World Café
and Denny’s - offer students 24-hour services. With the
admission of many new students each year, these popular
late-night hangouts cannot possibly be expected to
accommodate everyone.
Occasionally, some places will extend their hours during
finals week, but what about students with midterms, group
projects, and reports due throughout the quarter? It’s easy to
assume that all projects are due during dead week and all
midterms iKcur during week five, but we all know the truth.
With dilemmas like the.se, where do students access a
color copier at 3 a.m. on a weekday? Where do stu
dents go when they need to bind a report, check out a
kxik, or study for a test late at night?
I'fon’t count on the Cal Poly library for help. The
reserve nxim cKxses at 2 a.m. during the regular quarters
and 8 p.m. during summer.
Whether it’s summer or a regular Cal Poly term, the
demand amongst students for more 24- hour services is
obvious. Why can’t more places be like Virtual World
Café? I talked to the owner about the plight of col
lege students in San Luis and his philosophy is similar
to that of the Internet - no closed signs or times.
If some businesses can do it, 1 have faith that Cal
Poly and other local establishments can do it too. With
the building of more on-campus housing, the campus
community itself is obviously getting larger.
The University is even planning to build facilities
that will be open all night to accomodate the newoncampus community. However, when adding in the stu
dents that practically take residence around finals
week, the need for 24-hour facilities on-campus is
obvious.
Cal Poly is a community of its own in many ways,
and needs to set a trend for the city of San Luis Obispo.
I can only imagine a city where closed signs are uncom
mon and the student consumer can have places to go at
late hours.
However, until this becomes a reality, summer school
students, regular term students, and just plain night owls
will suffer. Some may even sacrifice their grades due to
the ever-so common “closed” sign.
Bonnie Guevara is a journalism senior and Sum m er
M ustang staff writer.

My 18-year-old brother has decided to attend the University of teacher’s grading system did not reflect what students learned.
Chicago. He smugly points out that US News and World Report This is usually because the teacher gives unreasonably difficult
ranks the University of Chicago ninth in the nation. In all his tests. If a teacher gives a test and the cla.ss average is 55 percent,
boasting and bragging, however, he fails to point out that the uni it is acceptable and usually advisable for the teacher to decide to
versity ranks second in the nation in suicide attempts. The reason curve the grades in order to be fair to his students. Still, it remains
for University of Chicago’s high number of suicide attempts: the teacher’s responsibility to create a test that is well-suited for
Chicago - along with other top .schools in the nation - encourages his or her students and accurately reflects the material presented
in class. Too often, on-the-curve grading systems are excuses to
unreasonable levels of classroom competition.
Contrary to popular opinion, competition does not foster or
encourage learning. In fact, competition promotes a “survival of
'^Contrary to popular opinion, competition
the fittest,” “all or nothing,” “winner-take-all” mentality that has
does not foster or encourage learning. ”
the ability to discourage the average student.
In a classroom ba.sed on competition, only a few students can
succeed. No matter how hard other create unfair tests, and this is unacceptable.
As a Cal Poly student, 1 am glad that our motto is “Learn by
students try, they will be left with an
---------------- --------------X
overwhelming sense of disappoint doing” and not “Learn by doing better than everyone else.” We
ment. This disappointment, coupled should not feel as if the university has harmed us by leaving com
with fear and anxiety, can lead to severe psychological problems - petition out of the classrixim.
Competitiveness exists naturally in any academic or profes
which explains University of Chicago’s high suicide rate.
On the other hand, a classroom ba.sed on competition may sional environment, but it need not be overly emphasized. You
encourage students to become slackers. In these classes, teachers can find competition in every a.spect of Cal Poly life - student
do not challenge students to learn; they ask students to outper government elections, livestcKk competitions, athletic tryouts,
academic events, essay contests and scholarship applications to
form each other.
To make the matter worse, on-the-curve marking systems are name a few. It is safe to .say there is no lack of competition at Cal
not good indicators of what has been learned. The use of the nor Poly. In fact, 1 am competing right now to get this article in the
mal curve as a grading model is based on the discovery earlier in paper.
Undue classrixim competition would inhibit ctxiperation and
this century that l.Q. test scores over large populations tend to fall
into a normal distribution. However, college students are a highly limit learning. We should be thankful that we aren’t highly
selective group, not necessarily representative of the general pop stressed, unnecessarily burdened, caffeine-addicted products of
ulation with respect to background or intelligence. In addition, uncalled-for competition.
even standardized rests may not accurately measure student
Jenny Hubbard is a Journalism junior and Sum m er M ustang staff
achievement.
Almost all Cal Poly students have taken a class in which the writer.

Cardio striptease good to do and watch
Take it all off!!
You might think I’m talking about our local bikini bar. If that
is where your dirty mind went, you wouldn’t be that far off the
mark.
“Cardio striptease” is the latest fad in gym workouts, which
combines bump-and-grind striptease movements with aerobic
exercise. While participants don’t get completely nude, stripping
down to one’s thong is not uncommon in this popular new class.
Crunch Gym in Los Angeles is the birthplace of this new and
sexy form of exercise. Jeffrey Qista, a
fitness instructor, came up with the
concept of cardio striptease by com
bining dancing and stripping, two jobs that he has personal expe
rience with.
Personally, I don’t regularly attend a gym because 1 prefer the
privacy of my apartment to sweat off the toxins of my “weekend
warrior” routine. At home, 1 can act like a complete freak and
dance like Jennifer E3eals in “Flashdance,” and 1 don’t have to wait
in line for a machine to become available.
However, 1 might be persuaded to fork over the monthly mem
bership fee, upwards of 35-40 bones, if San Luis Obispo had a gym
that offered alternative classes like cardio striptease. I’m not say
ing I would actually participate, although I might, but I certainly
wouldn’t object to watching the show while 1 improve my Ixxly.
I apologize for that total pig comment. I am a prtxJuct of my
environment. Note to self: Stop going to Realm, ptim websites
and nude beaches.
Speaking of nude beaches. Pirate’s Cove in Avila Beach is a
great example of why we need gyms. 1 have spent many a day
there, only to return home completely horrified by what I’ve seen.
More often than not, I’m yelling, “Put some clothes on!” and not,
“Take it all off, baby!”
I’m not “bustylieious” like Pamela Anderson, but I’m no Olive
Oyl either. Yet, you still won’t catch me in the nude at the Qive.
(Please try to mask your disappointment). T hat’s my choice, and
I can respect that others feel less inhibited and more passionate

about being naked. Now, if they could only feel that passionate
alxiut working out before they hit the sand, we’d be getting some
where.
Let’s face the facts. The reasons that many of us work out are so
that we w'ill feel desirable, sexy and attractive. If we Kxik and feel
g(xxl, it’s a hell of a lot easier to get some booty. Btxity is key.
With s<i many Americans overweight, 1 say do whatever it
takes to get people interested in their IxxJies and in their health.
I don’t see anything wrong with offering this typ*e of class if it
encourages people to get off the couch and into the gym.
We use sex to sell everything from cars to ctKktails, st) why not
gym memberships? Learning new moves that could spice up your
sex life and getting a cardio workout at the same time, who could
ask for anything more? Sign me up!
Rebecca Howes is a journalism senior and Sum m er M ustang

Letter policy
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profonities and lertgth. Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the w rites foil name, phemt number,
major and class standing.
Bymaik
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407
These letters must be hand-delivered to an editor.
By fox:
(805) 756^784
By e-mail: mustangdaily@hotmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly
e-mail account. Do not send letters as an attachment. Please
send the text in the body of the e-mail.
Attention: Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in
the correct format.
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I was locked in the Orgasmatron anttH wasn't the erotic experience it's been hyped up to be.
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DIRT
continued from page 1

impressive number for a site with
little advertising. In fact, Williams
says the only advertising he has
done is the distribution of posters
around campus. The popularity of
the site is due to word of mouth,
which is fueled by the novelty of
the site.
“As far as 1 know, we’re the only
site out there like this,” Williams
said.
W illiam s said that he has
received a wide array of feedback
from visitors to the site.

to protect themselves.
T he
idea
for
Dirtonvalencia.com was horn from
W illiam s’ frustration with the
managers of the apartment com 
plex he lives in. W hen Williams
moved
to
the
Valencia
Apartments in San Luis Obispo
from Memphis, Tenn., he said he
was shocked to discover how neg
ligent the management was.
“We complained for weeks that ‘7Ve learned that it doesn't
our water heater was making loud, take a lot o f effort to do
abnormal noises,” Williams said.
“The management paid no atten  something the people
tion until one day the noise notice."
stopped: the water heater had bro
Joe Williams
ken. We ended up being without
hot water for a day before they
Dirtonvalencia.com creator
came to fix it.”
Talking
to his
neighbors,
“T he management of Valencia
W illiam s discovered that many definitely doesn’t like it,” he says.
other tenants had similar com  “T hey’ve written me quite a few
plaints. In April 2002, Williams letters.”
created the “Dirt on V alencia”
Mylea C hristensen, property
website, as a means ol providing a manager
of
the
V alencia
voice for these
frustrations. Apartments, said there is good rea
Williams loosely modeled the site son for the complex to object to
after the popular Polyratings.com, the site.
a site on which students are given
“T he comments on the web site
the opportunity to vent about are very one-sided,” she said.
their professors.
“W hen people visit the site, they
W illiams’ site quickly became don’t know the story behind the
more popular than even he expect problems that people com plain
ed.
about. A lot of times theses are
Originally, the only housing things that we are fixing.”
complex on the site was Valencia
A ccording
to
C hristensen,
Apartments, but now the site has Valencia employs a full-time main
expanded to include 12 com plex tenance crew to fix any problem
es.
that arises.
Sin ce A pril, the site has
“If someone has a problem or
received over 1,000 visitors, an

questions all they have to do is ask
us,” she said.
However, Williams said that the
positive feedback on the site has
largely outweighed the negative.
“Most people are really happy
with the site,” he said.
Laura Shamsi, an agricultural
business junior, has been looking
for housing since May and has vis
ited the site on a few occasions.
“I think it’s really great that
there is a website out there for
people to go to for honest reviews
of apartments,” Shamsi said. “The
site is especially good for people
like me .who are new to the area
and don’t know anything about
the complexes.”
Even C hristensen, who is a
long-time Central Coast resident
and understands students’ frustra
tion with the housing situation,
sees some value in the site.
“I understand what the site is
trying to do,” she said. “I just don’t
agree with how they’re going about
it.”
After returning to Tennessee,
Williams said that he plans to co n 
tinue managing the site. “I’m
working on making it automated,”
he said.
Automating the site will mean
less work for Williams, who is cur
rently doing it all himself, includ
ing editing each commentary that
is submitted and posting them.
“I won’t have to put in as much
time anymore,” Williams said.
Still, the time he has put into
the site has been well worth it, as
Williams said he has learned much
from the experience.
“I’ve learned that it doesn’t take
a lot of effort to do something that
people notice,” he said.
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HOUSING 2
continued from page 3
similar concept.”
The new 700-hed resident hall facil
ity will be complete hy fall 2006,
Sarjeant said. There, as in the current
resident halls, students will he offered a
meal package.
The facility will extend from where
the apartment complex ends to almost
the end of Fremont Hall, Pepe said.
The California State University
Board of Tmstees approved the final
design plan in July 2000. However, the
project has not always progressed
smcxjthly.
Pepe said the original completion
date of winter quarter had to he pushed
hack.
“The project has fallen a hit behind
due to some constmction, design and
geological concerns that we hit,” he
said.
Initial financing of the housing com
plex projects also proved to he a roadhliKk.
“It used to he that it the CSU were
going to fund new domiitories, they
went through something called the
L)ormitory Revenue Fund (DRF),” said
Boh Amhach, associate executive
director of the Foundation. “All student
housing projects throughout the system
were paid for through this fund and the
CSUs were all competing for money in
the same ptxil.”
Since the university spent its share of
this fund, in the spring of 2001 the uni
versity asked the Foundation to con
tribute $500,000 to its housing
improvements, Amhach said.
“Basically, the university requested
the Ftxmdatitm become the finance
vehicle in order to get this project up
and running,” he said. “The money.

part of a reserve fund, was used to hire
Andersi)n Stickler, a private consulting
firm, iis well as Soltec-Pacific, hired to
design and build the apartment com
plex.”
Amhach said the hired consultants
l(X)ked for student opinion on the mat
ter.
“The consultants helped us to .see if it
was a doable project,” he said.
TTie Cal Poly Housing Q)iporation
was established last year, with Amhach
as managing editor. Scxin after hiring
the consulting firm, however, the
Foundation learned that responsibility
for the housing project would once
again fall entirely on the university’s
shoulders.
Rather than separating CSU-wide
improvements into separate accounts,
the state has now changed its fund-dis
bursement policy, Amhach said. Instead
of individual funds, like those for hous
ing improvements, that have a finite
amount of money for each campus to
dip into, he said that all CSU-improvement funds have been consolidated.
“It used to be you could Icxik at the
funding of projects as silos,” Amhach
said. “(They) were projects that were
funded .separately.”
This division of financial resources
explains why Cal Poly had to ask the
Foundation for help with paying for the
housing project, Amhach said.
“By now pooling all its (monetary)
resources together, the CSU system was
able to borrow cheaper from the state,”
he said.
Broadly, this translates into more
money for each campus to use hut it
also means that Cal Poly can now fund
the construction of the housing com
plexes, independent of the Foundation,
he said.
“To get all the pieces to fall in
together is a very large task,” Pepe said.
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Sports

Summer Mustang

Price takes Kansas Job
Baseball coach jumps to Big12 after eight years at Poly
C a l P oly S p o r t s In f o r m a t io n

repo rt

University of Kansas Athletics Director A1
Btihl announced July 1 that Cal Poly head
coach Ritch Price has been named the new
head baseball coach at KU.
Price, who coached the
past eight seasons in San
Luis Obispo, replaces
Bobby
Randall,
who
resigned in May after six
years with the jayhawks.
Price has led Cal Poly to
three straight 30-win sea
sons, including a thirdplace finish in the Big
Ritch Price
West Conference this past
season.
"I am really pleased and excited to have
Ritch Price as our head baseball coach," said
Bohl. "He is committed to building a top-25
baseball program. He will emphasize excellence
in both athletics and academics. He will be a
team player in the KU athletic department."
Price, who has a career head coaching record
of 501-403-1 (at Cal Poly, DeAnza College and
Menlo College), has developed a reputation as
a coach who builds baseball programs. After
turning Menlo College into a winner, he later
put DeAnza Community College on the map

"Ritch is one of the top young coaches in the
with four conference titles during his eightcountry," said Stanford head coach Mark
year reign.
Price was named head coach at Cal Poly on Marquess. "He'll do a great job out there at
July 26, 1994, and was the person chosen to Kansas. Not only is he a great baseball person,
guide the Mustangs from N CA A Division II but he is also wonderful at all the other duties
that go along with coaching. You guys got a
into the Division 1 era.
"I am extremely honored and
gcxid one."
Cal Poly recorded 21 wins in its
thrilled to have the opportunity to By the numbers
become the head baseball coach
inaugural D-I season, defeating
at the University of Kansas," said
NCAA Tournament teams such as
Price. "I look forward to the chal ► Price co m p ile d Washington State and sweeping
a record o f 217lenges that lie ahead and I look
WAC rivals Hawaii and San Diego
228-1 in e ig h t sea
forward to helping Kansas become
State. The following season, the
sons at Cal Poly.
Mustangs finished 1996 with a 30-23
a Big 12 contender."
Price has been named confer
record and a third-place league finish.
► H e led the
ence Coach of the Year six times
The team closed the year strong, win
M ustan gs to three
ning 11 of its last 13 contests to finish
during his time as a head baseball straigh t 30-w in
coach. His first honor came in season s from
just three games out of first place. For
his efforts that season, the W AC
1986 when he guided M enlo 1999-2002.
College to one of the best seasons
awarded Price with Coach of the Year
in school history. He was named Coach of the honors.
Year in the Coast Conference four times dur
In 1997, Cal Poly moved to the Big West
ing his eight seasons at DeAnza and was also Conference as Price led the Mustangs to a 37the top coach in the W estern A th letic 21 mark, their best record during his career.
Conference at Cal Poly in 1996.
Mustang hitters ravaged the record book that
"Coach Price comes to us with great base season, breaking 10 marks with three future
ball credentials and outstanding references professionals, six All-Big West members and
from many people in the sport of college the league's batting champion (Scott Kidd).
baseball," said Richard Koreem, senior associ The 2(X)0 season resulted in a 32-24 mark and a
ate athletics director at KU and chair of the third-place tie in the Big West while his 2001
search committee. "His energy and enthusi squad finished 30-26.
asm convinced the search committee that he
This past season, Price guided the team to its
was the right man for the job."
third straight 30-win season by finishing 30-29-

Poly students clutch trophy

1, winning 21 of its last 35 games after slipping
six games below the .500 mark with a 1-11 mid
season slump. The Mustangs hit .317 as a team

..T..............................................

“I look forward to the challenges
that lie ahead and I look forward
to helping Kansas become a Big
12 contender. ”
Ritch Price
Former Cal Poly baseball coach
and produced the Big West batting champion
in Bryan Gant (.402).
Price has turned many Cal Poly stars into
professional baseball players. During his eightyear coaching tenure with the Mustangs, 21 for
mer players continued their careers by signing
professional contracts. At DeAnza, Price guided
and developed current St. Louis rookie Jason
Simontacchi, who is 6-1 for the Cardinals this
season.
Price, a Sweet Home, Ore., native and a
1978 graduate of W illamette University
(Salem, Ore.) was inducted into the NWC'AA
Hall of Fame (Oregon &. Washington
Community Colleges) in 1998. He received his
master's degree in physical education from Cal
State Hayward in 1987. Price and his wife
Cindy have three sons, Ritchie, Ryne and
Robby.

Trainer Steve Yoneda
retires after 32 years
C a l P o ly S p o r t s I n f o r m a t io n R epo rt

C rystal M yers/S ummer M ustang

Fourth year Cal Poly student Gerry Claure, poses with the Lakers' 2002 World Cham pionship
trophy on July 28 at Perry Ford. The trophy made a brief stop in San Luis Obispo.

Cal Poly Head Athletic Trainer
Steve Yoneda retired July 1 after
serving at the university for 32 years.
"Steve has been a fixture here at
Cal Poly for the past three decades
and we certainly appreciate all of the
hard work and effort he has given to
the program over the years," said
Director
of
A thletics
John
McCutcheon. "He has been impor
tant in not only overseeing the prop
er operation of the sports medicine
department, but also serving as a
tremendous ambassador with our
alumni as well. We certainly wish
him the best in his retirement."
A native of the Gila River (Ariz.)
Relocation Center, Yoneda arrived
on campus as a student in January
1968. He was an interim replacement
for then-trainer Frank Egenhoff, who
was away on sabbatical. He would
assume the full-time position in 1972.
A student-trainer and manager for
two years at Santa Barbara High
School and later at Santa Barbara
City College (1 9 62-65), Yoneda
attended the University of Hawaii in
1965-66 before transferring to Cal
Poly. Prior to arriving in San Luis
Obispo, he worked with the Santa
Barbara l>>dgers pro baseball team in
1967. Also, during the 1971 season,
Yoneda worked for the California
Angels organization at Shreveport,
La. in the combined Texas and
Southern leagues.
During his tenure as Cal Poly's
head athletic trainer, Yoneda success
fully oversaw a ctwnprehensive sports

medicine program, managing the
department alone for 23 years before
the hiring of current assistant Kristal
Slover in 1993. An active member of
the National AsstKiation of Athletic
Trainers (NATA) and the Far West
A thletic
Trainers
Association.
Yoneda also served one term as the
program director for the annual
Physical Ediication Athletic Coaches
and Health (PEA C H ) Workshop
held in San Luis Obispo each summer
and is currently a member of the Cal
Poly A thletics Hall of Fame
Selection Committee.
Numerous former student-trainers
of his are currently in the NFL, pro
fessional baseball, collegc.s and uni
versities, and private practice.

BRIEFS
W yrkk Named to AllAmerican Frosh Team
Cal Poly freshman standout Josh
Wyrick
was named Louisville
Slugger's All-American Honorable
Mention by Collegiate Baseball
newspaper on June 10. The 2(X)C
graduate of Centennial High Sch(X)l
hit .323 for the Mustangs in 39
games. Wyrick collected seven dou
bles and five home nins while driving
in 12 runs this season. He had 12
extra ba.se-hits and a .500 slugging
percentage (fifth on the team). The
outfielder hit .338 in league play ami
kmxked in seven runs, helping Cal
Poly to a 15-9 record and a third
place finish in the Big West
Conference.

